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Boundary value problems for linear differential-algebraic equations (DAEs) with 
time-varying coefficients A(t) x’(r) + B(r) x(r) = q(t) tractable with index 2 are 
considered. These DAEs contain differentiation problems and lead, therefore, to 
essentially ill-posed problems. We show that a parametrization proposed by Marz 
is a regularization in the sense of Tikhonov. Convergence rates for noisy data 
are derived. Moreover, for the so-called pencil regularization, analogous results 
are derived in the case of a time-independent nullspace N(A(t)). 0 1990 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years, considerable effort has been spent in the investigation of 
numerical methods for solving differential-algebraic equations (DAEs). 
Such systems arise naturally in many applications. While in the past the 
simulation of electrical networks was in the centre of attention, currently 
the solution of models describing dynamical processes with constraints 
(e.g., constrained systems of rigid bodies and chemical reactions subject to 
balance invariants) is the main stimulation of discussion. In the present 
paper we are only concerned with linear DAEs 
A(t) x’(r) + B(t) x(t) = q(t), tECa,bl (1.1) 
subject to the boundary conditions 
D,x(a) + D,x(b) = y. (1.2) 
Here, x is a vector-valued real function, x(t) E R”. A is a continuous func- 
tion whose values are m x m matrices. For every t E [a, 61, the nullspace of 
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A(t) is assumed to be nontrivial. Under this assumption, (1.1) is a coupled 
system of differential and algebraic equations. Furthermore, we assume -- -- 
that the coefficients (A, B} belong to the class .Af := ({A, B} 1 A, BE 
C(Ca, bl, BW’Y),: WA) is smooth}. Thereby, the nullspace N(A) is said to 
be smooth iff there is a matrix function Q E C’( [a, b], B(W’)) so that, for 
each t E [a, b], Q(t) projects R” onto N(A(t)). 
Note that a smooth nullspace N(A) has constant dimension on [a, b] 
and A(t) has constant rank. Denote P : = I- Q. We introduce 
H:(a, b) : = {x E L2(u, b)” I Px E H’(a, b)“}, 
II x II 5, = II x II 2 + II WY II 27 x E H;(u, b). 
Here, H’(a, 6) is the usual Sobolev space (cf., e.g., [l]) and 11 .I1 denotes 
the norm in L’(u, b)“. Then (Hi(u, b), 11. llA) is a Hilbert space. Neither 
Hi(u, b) nor the topology induced by the norm I/. IIA depends on the 
choice of the projector function Q [ 101. Hi(u, b) is continuously imbedded 
into H’(u, 6)“. Define the operator S: H:(u, b) -+ L2(u, 6)” by 
Sx = A( (Px)’ - P’x) + Bx, x E ZPJU, 6). 
S is a continuous linear operator. Taking into account the identity 
x’ = (Px)’ + ((I- P) x)’ it can be seen that Sx = q, x E Hi(u, b) is a more 
precise formulation of ( 1.1). Let 
B,= B-API, 
A,=A+B,Q, 
B, = B, P. 
DEFINITION 1 [8]. The DAE (1.1) is said to be transferable iff 
{A, B} E JV and A,(t) is nonsingular for every t E [a, b]. 
This definition is independent of the special choice of Q [S]. If (1.1) is 
transferable, S is surjective and Fredholmian. Using appropriate boundary 
conditions (1.2) the problem Sx= q, (1.2) is well posed in Hadamard’s 
sense [lo]. The transferable DAEs are well understood. For transferable 
DAEs, suitably modified numerical ODE-methods work well [7, 81. 
Nontransferable DAEs are essentially more complex. Tractability with 
index 2 characterizes an important class of nontransferable DAEs. 
Especially, some equations modelling chemical reactions subject to balance 
invariants or constrained mechanical systems of rigid bodies belong to this 
class [S, 6, 131. 
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DEFINITION 2 [ 151. Let Q,(t) be a projector function onto N(A ,( t)). 
Define 
A,=A,+B,Q,. 
The DAE (1.1) is said to be tractable with index 2 iff {A, B} E M, A,(t) is 
singular for every t E [a, 61, and AZ(f) is nonsingular for every t E [a, b]. 
Again, tractability with index 2 is independent of the special choice of the 
projector functions Q and Q, [15]. In [S, 141 the notion of tractability 
with index 2 is defined in another way. But it turns out that both defini- 
tions are equivalent [15]. Therefore, for a detailed discussion, we refer to 
[8, 141. Let us only mention here that DAEs (1.1) having the global index 
2 [7] are tractable with index 2. 
In Definition 2 there is no need for A, to have constant rank. But later 
on we assume that Q, is even continuously differentiable which implies that 
A, has constant rank. 
Example [7]. 
A(t) = VER (1.3) 
The DAE (1.1) with the coefficients (1.3) is tractable with index 2. The 
solution of (1.1) is 
(1.4) 
Consequently, we have a differentiation problem rather than an ordinary 
differential equation. But differentiation problems are known to be ill posed 
[9]. For (1.3), a projection onto N(A(t)) is given by 
.  
yielding H:( a, b) = {x = ( x,,x,)~L~(a,b)~~~~+~tx~~H~(a,b)}. This 
shows that x does not depend continuously on the data q in the 
(Hi(a, b), L’(a, 6)*)-setting. 
The behaviour demonstrated above characterizes so-called higher-index 
equations (i.e., index greater than or equal to 2). One can show that, if 
(1.1) is tractable with index 2, the range of S is a dense, nonclosed subset 
of L*(a, b)“. Thus S is not a Fredholm map and all boundary-value 
problems become essentially ill posed. Therefore, we look for regularization 
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methods. In this paper we consider two parametrizations of (1.1). We show 
that these parametrizations lead to regularization methods in the sense of 
Tikhonov [18]. In [Z, 3,4] parametrizations of (1.1) into regular implicit 
differential equations 
(A+&B)X’+Bx=q (1.5) 
are discussed for some special DAEs. Equation (1.5) is called the “pencil 
regularization” of (1.1). Note that, in the case of a variable nullspace 
N(t) : = N(A(t)), the local pencil (A(t), B(t)) may become singular even if 
(1.1) is tractable with index 2. Then, the differential equation is no more 
regular; i.e., this parametrization fails. 
Example. Let (1.1) be given with the coefficients (1.3). If 4 = - 1, we 
obtain 
which is singular for all t. It is easy to show that (1.5) is tractable with 
index 2 for all E. 
Therefore, we consider (1.5) for DAEs with time-independent nullspace 
N(t) only. 
A further parametrization of (1.1) is proposed by Marz [14]. She 
considers the equation 
(A + &BP) x’ + (B + .sBPP’) x = q. (1.6) 
This parametrization aims at obtaining transferable DAEs. In [14] it is 
shown that, under weak assumptions, (1.6) is a transferable DAE for suf- 
ficiently small E > 0 for all transferable DAEs and all DAEs being tractable 
with index 2. From the viewpoint of numerical methods, (1.6) seems to be 
preferable. Whereas (1.5) leads to singularly perturbed boundary-value 
problems in any case (if it works well theoretically), (1.6) is, for trans- 
ferable DAEs, a regular perturbation only. A detailed discussion of the 
relative merits of both parametrizations is contained in [12]. 
In [ 111 we proved convergence properties of (1.6) for a special DAE 
which arises in many practical problems. Among other things, [ 121 
contains a convergence proof of (1.5) for the same problem. It turns out 
that the essential ingredients used in [11] can be carried over to the 
general case using more sophisticated arguments. 
An alternative way to treat higher-index DAEs numerically is the 
immediate application of finite difference methods to (1.1). In [13, 161 the 
convergence of the BDF is studied. It turns out that this method becomes 
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unstable. This fact is not surprising in the context of the ill posedness of 
(1.1). But, for certain DAEs, the instability is not very severe. Whereas, for 
stable methods, the norms of the inverse discrete operators are bounded if 
the stepsize h tends to zero, these norms grow polynomially in h-’ if h 
tends to zero for some higher index DAEs. Sometimes this behaviour is 
called weak instability. If the order of consistency of a method is large 
enough, convergence can be obtained even if the method is weakly 
unstable. For certain DAE’s being tractable with index 2 the BDF is only 
weakly unstable and converges with the same order as for explicit ordinary 
differential equations [13, 161. In our simple example (1.3) the implicit 
Euler method is weakly unstable and convergent for Y) > - $ but unstable 
and not convergent for g < -4. For r) = - 1, the method is even not 
feasible. 
For Banach spaces X and Y, B(X, Y) denotes the Banach space of all 
bounded linear operators defined on X mapping into Y. Moreover, 
B(X) :=B(X, X). For TeB(X, Y), R(T) denotes the range of T. 
2. MAIN THEOREMS 
Let (1.1) be tractable with index 2. Let P,=Z-Ql. Then 
Q l,s := QIA;‘B,P is also a projector function onto N(A,) [ 151. 
Assumption (P). Q,,,, PP,A;‘B,PE C’([a, 61, B(lF)), where P, = 
Z-Q,,,. 
In particular, Ql,s E C’( [a, b], B(Rm)) for DAEs having the global index 
2 [lS]. Note that (P) implies A, to have constant rank. 
We choose in the following Q, = Q,,,. Now we give a precise formula- 
tion of the boundary condition (1.2). For ordinary differential equations, 
it is possible to impose boundary conditions for all components of the 
solution x; i.e., dim R(D,, Db) = m should hold in order to obtain 
appropriate boundary conditions. When considering transferable DAEs 
it is only possible to formulate boundary conditions for the Px-component 
of x since the Qx-components are uniquely determined via algebraic rela- 
tions [lo]. Thus, for transferable DAEs, D, = D,P(a), Db = Db P(b), and 
dim R(,-DpAj Dgb) = m is necessary. If the DAE is tractable with index 2, 
the situation changes again. Now, x consists of three components of dif- 
ferent types in general. Some components are determined by differential 
equations, some by algebraic relations, and others by differentiation 
problems. Boundary conditions are only allowed for components given by 
differential equations. This consideration leads to 
Assumption (BC). Let D,, Db E B(R”) such that D, = D,PP,(a), D, = 
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D,PP,(b), and dim R((,_$l,,, 2)) = m. Moreover, suppose that the 
homogeneous boundary-value problem 
w’+(PP,A,‘B,P-(PP,)‘)w=O, 
D,w(u) + D,w(b) = 0, (I-PP,) w(u)=0 
(2.1) 
has only the trivial solution. 
EXAMPLE. Consider the problem with the coefficients (1.3). The solution 
(1.4) is uniquely determined without any boundary conditions. Choosing 
Q=G -:‘) we obtain PP, = 0. Hence, (BC) leads to Da= D, =0 and 
(2.1) reads w’ = 0, w(a) = 0; i.e., no boundary conditions are allowed. 
Throughout the paper we assume that (P) and (BC) hold. Denote 
M= R(D,, Db) E R”. Define 
TX := 
sx 
D,x(a) + D,x(b) 
x E zfga, b). 
Recall S= A(Px)’ + B,x with B, = B - AP’. 
THEOREM 1. (i) R(S)={~EL~(~,~)“~PQ,A~‘~EH’(~,~)”}. 
(ii) TE B(Z-Ii(a, b), L2(u, b)” x W) is injectiue and R(T) = R(S) x hf. 
This theorem is in another form already contained in [15]. Since 
PQl #O, R(S) is a dense, nonclosed subset of L2(u, b)“. Therefore, the 
problem TX = (q, y) is ill posed. 
A simple calculation shows that (1.6) is equivalent to S,x = q with S, 
given by 
f&x= (A +&B,P)(Px)‘+ Box, x E Z-PJU, b). (2.2) 
The nullspace of S, has a greater dimension than the nullspace of S. In 
order to obtain an injective operator we must add, besides (1.2) additional 
boundary conditions. We choose this condition to be 
PQ,x(a) = PQJ;‘q(4. (2.3) 
This condition is in some sense natural since every solution of (1.1) fulfills 
(2.3). Denote L= R(PQ,(u)). Now, let 
Tzx:=(Dax(aQ;%y(b)), x~H:(u,b). (2.4) 
40!?/151/1-17 
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THEOREM 2. For sufficiently small E > 0, (2.2) is a transferable DAE. 
Moreover, T, E B(Hi(a, b), L*(a, b)” x M x L) is bijective. 
The first part of Theorem 2 is already proved in [14] under slightly 
modified assumptions. Here, we give a new proof. Let now E, > 0 be fixed 
such that the assertions of Theorem 2 are true for E E (0, E*). Let 
(q, y) E R( T). Then there exist solutions of the equations TX = (q, y) and 
T,x = (q, y, PQ, A 2’ q(a)). Moreover, by Banach’s theorem, the latter 
problem is well posed in the (HL(a, b), L*(a, b)” x Mx L)-setting. We 
obtain 
THEOREM 3. For (q, y ) E R(T) and E E (0, E* ), let x and x, be the 
solutions of the equations TX = (q, y) and T,x = (q, y, PQ,A;‘q(a)), 
respectively. Then: 
(i) IIx,--xIIA +Ofor~+O. 
(ii) Zf PQ,, PP, E C’([a, 61, B(W’)) and PQ,A;‘qe H*(a, b)“, 
I/ x, - x 11 A= O(C2). 
Unfortunately, the order of convergence O(E) is only obtained under 
rather restrictive assumptions; namely, if the hypotheses of Theorem 3(ii) 
are true and, moreover, (pQl)'PQIA,'q(a)+(PQ,)'PP,x(a)- 
(PQ, A;’ q)’ (a) = 0, then I/ x, - x 11 A = O(E). However, in the special case 
considered in [ll, 121 this assumption leads to a simple condition on the 
right-hand side q. On the other hand, a rigorous analysis of the error shows 
that the bad convergence order is due to the components Qx and QxE, 
respectively. In the proofs below we obtain I/ Px - Px, 11 = O(E) under the 
hypotheses of Theorem 3(i). In applications Px often represents the state 
variables or a control, whereas Qx is a kind of Lagrange multiplier (cf., 
e.g., [ 5, 131). If we are only interested in the state or control variable, the 
convergence order in L*(a, b)” is the best we could expect. 
THEOREM 4. Let (q, y, 8) E L*(a, b)” x M x L such that (q, y) # R( T). 
Then IIx,)IA+wfor E+O. 
Theorems 3 and 4 show that the parametrization (2.2) has a convergence 
behaviour which is very similar to that of well-known regularization 
methods for integral equations of the first kind, e.g., Tikhonov regulariza- 
tion (cf.[9, Chap. II]). Let us now consider the case where, instead of the 
exact data (q, y, PQIAllq(a)) of (2.4) only perturbed data (q6, y6, /Y?‘) E 
L*(a, b)” x M x L are available, where 
114~qSII <hi, IY-Yy61 <a*, I~QJ,ld+BdI Gb, 
6 = (~I,~,, a. (2.5) 
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Here, 1.1 denotes the Euclidean norm in R”. By x,” we denote the solution 
of T,x = (qs, y’, /I’). Then the following theorem shows how the regulariza- 
tion parameter E must be chosen in dependence on 6 in order to obtain the 
convergence of xfC6, toward x for 6 + 0. 
THEOREM 5. Let (q, y) E R(T) and (q6, y’, /?‘) E L’(a, 6)” x A4 x L with 
6 = (S,, 6,, 6,) E R3 such that (2.5) holds. If& = E(c~) is chosen such that 
lim s(S) = 0, lim 6, = 0, lim S: = 0, (2.6) 
b-+0 6+0 E(d) 6-O E(d) 
then 
If the exact data possess more smoothness properties, order results are 
obtained. 
THEOREM 6. Let the hypotheses of Theorem 3(ii) be fulfilled. Let 
(q6, y6, /?&) E L*(a, b)” x Mx L such that (2.5) holds. If E - max(6:‘3, 6,), 
then 
I/ xf -x IJA = O(cy + 62 + sy,. 
Now we turn to the pencil regularization (1.5). As mentioned earlier we 
consider only the case when A(t) has constant nullspace. For time-depend- 
ent N(A(t)), (1.5) may fail to give correctly posed problems. Since (1.5) is 
an implicit ordinary differential equation for E > 0 sufficiently small we 
must impose boundary conditions for the whole vector function x. Using 
(1.2) and (2.3) we obtain boundary conditions for Px, only. As opposed to 
(2.2) a natural condition like (2.3) could not be derived from (l.l)-( 1.2) 
for Qx since this component of x is only contained in L2(a, b)“. Even if all 
functions involved are sufficiently smooth, the expression for Qx(a) is so 
expensive (cf. Eq. (3.1) below) that it cannot be evaluated practically. 
Therefore, we impose the initial condition 
(2.7) 
with v,EN:= N(A(u)) fixed. Now, (1.9) is equivalent to S,x = q, where 
s,x := A(Px)‘+&BX’+BX, x E H’(u, b)“. (2.8) 
Define 
T x . _ 
E .- 
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THEOREM 7. Let N(A(t)) = const. For sufficiently small E > 0, (2.8) is 
an implicit ODE. Moreover, T, E B(H’(a, b)“, L*(a, b)” x A4 x L x N) is 
bijective. 
Obviously, H’(a, b)” is continuously imbedded into Hi(a, b). Let now 
E** > 0 be fixed such that the assertion of Theorem 7 is true for E E (0, E* * ). 
Let (q, y) E R(T) and V,E N. Then there exist unique solutions of the 
equations TX = (q, y) and T,x = (q, y, PQ, A;’ q(a), u,). Again, the latter 
equation is well posed in the (H’(a, b)“, L*(a, b)” x M x L x N)-setting 
and, consequently, also in the (Ha(a, b)“, L*(a, b)” x M x L x N)-setting. 
THEOREM 8. Let N(A(t)) = const. for (q, y) E R(T), U,E N, and 
E E (0, E*.,.), and let x and X, be solutions of the equations TX = (q, y) and 
TEx = (q, y, PQ,A;‘q(a), u,), respectively. Then: 
(i) IIX,--xIIA+Ofor E-+O. 
(ii) ZfPQI, PP,EC~([~,~],B(W”)),QXEH~(~,~)“, andPQ,A;‘qE 
H’(a, b)“, I] X, - x )I A = O(E”~). 
For the pencil regularization, the convergence rate cannot be expected to 
be better than O(E~‘~). This is due to the initial layer which is introduced 
by (2.7). But the remark concerning the convergence properties of the state 
variables Px following Theorem 3 is valid here, too. Analogously to the 
parametrization (2.2) we obtain the following theorems. 
THEOREM 9. Let N(A(t)) = const. Let (q, y, /I, v,) E L2(a, b)” x M x 
LxNsuch that (q,y)$R(T). Then )lXJA+~. 
THEOREM 10. Let N(A(t)) = const. Let (q, ~)ER(T), V,E N, and 
(q6, y’, 8’) E L2(a, b)” x M x L with S = (6,, d2, 6,) E R3 such that (2.5) 
holds. Denote by 3: the solution of T,x = (q*, y6, fi*, v,). Ifs = ~(8) is chosen 
such that (2.6) holds, then 
II Xi?@, -XII.-+0 for 6-O. 
THEOREM 11. Let the hypotheses of Theorem 8(ii) be fulfilled. Let 
(q6, y*, /3’)E L’(a, b)” x Mx L and V,E N such that (2.5) holds. If 
E - max(6ti3, 6,), then II xf -x II A = 0(6:‘3 + a2 + 8:“). 
3. PROOFS 
It is convenient to use a splitting of x into x = Qx + PP, x + PQl x. This 
leads to equivalent formulations of the various boundary-value problems. 
In the following we always use Q, = Q,., = Q1 A;l B,P. 
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Dada) + Dbz(b) = Y, (I- PP,) z(a) = 0, 
wherey=PQ,x,z=PP,x,v=Qx. 
A proof of this lemma can be found in [ 151. Moreover, it can be proved 
along the same lines as Lemma 2 below. 
Proof of Theorem 1. The theorem is an immediate consequence of 
Lemma 1. 1 
LEMMA 2. The boundary-value problem T,x = (q, y, PQI A;‘q(a)) is 
equivalent to the system 




- EQP, A;‘B,P(z’ + y’), 




Proof Let x be a solution of T,x = (q, y, PQI A;’ q(a)). From (2.2) we 
obtain 
A,{P,P(Px)‘+P,Qx+Q,x]+B,PP,x+B,P(Px)’=q. (3.3) 
Using Q, = QI,, = QIA;‘B,P we have Q,Q=O. Therefore, PP,P=PP,, 
PP, Q = 0, QPt Q = Q, and P, PP, = PP,. Hence, (3.3) is equivalent to 
PP,(Px)’ + PP,A;‘B,PP,x + EPP,A,‘B,,P(Px)‘=PP,A;~~, 
QP,P(Px)‘+Qx+QP,A;‘B,PP,x+&QP,A,’B,P(Px)’=QP,A,‘q, 
QIX + cQ,(Px)‘= QIA;‘q. 
(3.4) 
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A;‘&PQ, = 4'(& + W’Q,) Ql 
=&‘(&+4QdQ,=Ql, 
PP,A;'BoP(PQ,x)'= -(PP&'B,P)'PQ,x. 
After multiplying the third equation of (3.4) by P we obtain, therefore, the 
first three equations of (3.2). The boundary and initial conditions follow 
immediately from the definition of y, z, and (BC). 
Conversely, let (y, z, u) be a solution of (3.2). Multiply the first equation 




But PQ1(PQl)'=(PQl)'-(PQ1)'PQ1 =(PQ,)'(Z-PQ,); hence 
~U--QI)Y)‘+ (Z+E(PQ~)‘)(Z-PQ~)Y=O. 
Since, by (3.2) (I- PQ,) y(a) = 0, 
PQ,Y=Y (3.5) 
is true. Analogously, we proceed with the second equation of (3.2). Multi- 
plication by PP, and subtraction imply 
((I-PP,)z)'+(PP,)'(Z-PP,)z=O. 
The boundary conditions of (3.2) give 
PP,z=z. (3.6) 
Since (QPIP)‘z=(QP,P)‘PP,z=(QP,PP,z)‘-QP,Pz’= -QP,Pz’ we 
obtain from the third equation of (3.2) 
Qv=v. (3.7) 
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Let x =y + z + u. Using the properties (3.5~(3.7) it is a straightforward 
calculation to show that indeed (A + sB,P)(Px) + B,x = 4 holds. I 
The system (3.2) clearly shows that the parametrization (2.2) has a 
singular perturbation behaviour. Our task is, therefore, to study the 
convergence properties of the solutions of some singular perturbation 
problems. There is much known about these properties (cf., e.g., [17, 191). 
In our setting, however, we must show convergence under very weak 
smoothness assumptions on the right-hand side. 
Let us introduce the following abbreviations: 
VII = VQ, 1’3 
f’,, = (PQl)’ PP, 2 
V,, = (PP,A;‘B,P)‘, 
Ull(E) = -z+EVll, 
U*1(&) = (PPl)’ + EV21, 
U,,= (PPl)‘- PP,A,‘B,P, 
C= PP,A;‘B,P. 
Then, the differential equations of (3.2) are 
whereas the first two equations of (3.1) read 
0= -y+PQ,A;‘q, 
z’= U,,(O)y+ U22z+PPIA;1q. 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
In [ll] we proved the following lemma. It is crucial for the proof of our 
main results. 
LEMMA 3. Let Z, w be defined by 
&w(t)=/ifexp( -i(t-s))W(S)L, tE[u,b] (3.10) 
for w E L*(a, b)” and E > 0. Then Z, E B(L2(a, b)“) and 11 Z, w - w 11 = o( 1) for 
E -+ 0. Zf w E H’(u, b)“, 11 Z, w - w 11 = O(E”~). Moreover, there is a constant 
cE[w such that IIZ,II <cfor ulle>O. 
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LEMMA 4. There is an E* > 0 such that, for all E E (0, E*), f, g  E L’(a, h)“, 
y E M, and for all /? E L, the system (3.8) with the right-hand sides 
PQI A;’ q and PP, A,‘q replaced by f and g, respectively, has exactly one 
solution (y,, z,) subject to the boundary conditions D,z(a) + D,,z(b) = y, 
(I- PP,) z(a) = 0, y(a) = B. Moreover, there exists a c E R such that 
II Y II G 48 I Y I + &“2 I B I + II .I- II + E II g II 13 
11 Ze /I 6 C(l Y 1 + Eli2 I a I + II f II + II g II 1. 
The proof of Lemma 4 can be given using standard arguments from the 
singular perturbation theory (cf., e.g., [17, 193). 
Proof of Theorem 2. Lemmas 2 and 4 imply the bijectivity of T,. 
It remains to show that (A + eB,P)(Px) + B,x= q is a transferable 
DAE. According to Definition 1 we consider the pair {A,, B,} with 
A, = A + eBOP, B, = B,. We show that, for E > 0 sufficiently small and 
t E [a, bl, 
(i) N(A(t))=N(A,(t)) and 
(ii) A,(t)+ B,(t) Q(t) is nonsingular. 
ad (i): Trivially, N(A(t)) E N(A,(t)). Let now z EN(A*(t)) for t E [a, b] 
fixed. Then, O=A,Z=(A,+EB~P-BOQ-B,PQ,)z. Multiplying this 
equation by QIAzl and regarding Q,=Q,,,=Q,A;‘B,P, A;‘B,Q=Q 
leads to .sQi z = 0. On the other hand, by multiplying with PA;’ we obtain 
Pz + EPA;’ B,Pz = 0. Hence, for sufficiently small E > 0, Pz = 0. But this 
is equivalent to z E N(A(t)). Therefore, N(A(t)) = N(A,(t)) for every 
t e [a, b]. 
as (ii): Let t E [a, b] fixed and E > 0. We omit the argument t. Let z E R” 
with (A,+B,Q)z=O. This is equivalent to (A,+&B,P-B,PQ,)z=O. 
Multiplication by Q, A;’ yields .sQi z = 0. On the other hand, by multi- 
plying with PA;’ we obtain (I+ EPA;‘) Pz = 0. This implies Pz = 0 for E 
sufficiently small. Hence, A,z = 0. Since A, is nonsingular, z = 0 follows. 1 
ProofofTheorem 3. Setf=PQ,A;‘q,g=PP,A;‘q,/?=PQ,A;‘q(a). 
Define y=PQ,x, z=PP,x, v=Qx, ya=PQlxE, zE=PP,xE, v,=Pxe. By 
(3.8) and (3.9), 
y,(t)-y(t)=exp( -k(t-a))/?+j:exp( -i(t-s))if(s)ds 
+&I, VII Ye(t) +&I, VIA(t) -f (t) 
= a( V,,Y, + v12z, -f’)(t). (3.11) 
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Z, is given by (3.10). Because of Lemma 4 and f’ E L*(a, 6)” we obtain 
II Ye-Y II = O(E). (3.12) 
By (3.12), the equation (I+ EC) zk = U*,(E) y, + Uz2z, + PP,A;‘q is a 
regular O(s)-perturbation of z’ = U,,(O) y + U2*z + PP, A; ’ q. A usual 
argument gives now the estimate 
I/z:-z’II*+ IIze-zl/*=o(&*). (3.13) 
Differentiating (3.11) yields 
A-Jf=bf’-f’+ Vll YE -Zc~11 ye+ ~12z,-4~l*ze. (3.14) 
Again using Lemma 3 we may estimate 
II Vll Ye - ze Vll Ye II 
G II V,,(Y,-Y)ll + II VII Y-ZeV,, YII + II4~11(Y-YJll =0(l). 
Analogously, 11 V12z, - Z, V,,z II = o( 1). This gives finally 
II Y::-Y’lI=41). (3.15) 
If PP,, PQl, and fare twice differentiable, then we may partially integrate 
(3.14) to obtain 
Y:,-Y’=4-.f’+ (Vll Ye)‘+ (~12ze)‘) 
+exp(-~(~-u))(-f.‘ofV,,~,(~)+~12z,(~)). (3.16) 
Consequently, 
11 y; -y’ 11 = 0(&l’*). (3.17) 
Now, (3.1), (3.2), (3.13), and (3.15) imply 
Ilo,--VII = II(Qp~A,‘B,P-(QP,P)‘)(z,-z)+QP,P(y:-y’) 
+~Qf’,~;‘&J’(4+AII 
=OOI A-Y’II +&I. (3.18) 
Since II x )I i. = II y + z + u )I * + II y’ + z’ II 2, the assertions follows from (3.12), 
(3.13), (3.15), (3.17), and (3.18). 
Equation (3.16) shows that the convergence rate O(E) can be obtained if 
the boundary term V,, y(a) + V,,z(a) -f’(a) vanishes. 
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Proof of Theorem 4. Let us assume that there is a sequence (8,) such 
that E n + 0 and 11 x,~ 1) ,,, d c. Then there is a subsequence (again denoted by 
(e,)) and an XE HL(a, b) such that x,~-x (in H:(a, h)). (-denotes the 
weak convergence.) Moreover, we have Tx,~ - TX. On the other hand, 
Hence, (q, y) E R(T) in contradiction to the assumption. 1 
Now we consider the case of noisy data. The next lemma is an immediate 
consequence of Lemma 4. 
LEMMA 5. Let (q, y) E R(T) and (q’, y8, /?) E L*(a, b)” x M x L. Denote 
by x, and xt solutions of T,x = (q, y, P&Ag’q(a)) and T,x = (q6, y6, /I’), 
respectively. Then, the estimate 
l/X,6-xX,llA~C(Iy6-yI+E~1’2 IP”-m~,19(41 +&-I l14s-911) 
holds for sufficiently small E > 0. 
Theorems 5 and 6 follow now immediately from Theorem 3, Lemma 5, 
and the estimate I/ x,” - x II A < I( x,6-xX,IIA+ jlx,-xIIA. Now we turn to the 
pencil regularization (2.8). Again, a representation theorem is essential. For 
the time-independent nullspace N= N(A(t)) we choose Q to be constant, 
too. 
LEMMA 6. Let N(A(t)) = const. The boundary-value problem Tex = 




EV’ + (I- E(QP,)‘) u 
=QP,A;‘q-QP,A;‘Bz+(QP,P)‘z-EQP,A;’BP(z’+y’). 
D,z(a) + D,z(b) = Y, (I- PP,) z(u) = 0, 
y(a) = f’QvG1q(4 v(u) = va, 
wherey=PQ,x,z=PP,x,v=Qx. 
Moreover, if ( j,, Z,, 0,) and (y,, z,, v,) are solutions of (3.24) and (3.2), 
respectively, then j, = y,, tE = z,, and EC: + (I- e(PQl)‘) V, = v,. 
The proof follows the lines of that of Lemma 2. 
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Proof of Theorem 7. Since (1.1) is tractable with index 2, the matrix 
pencil (A(r), B(t)) is regular for every TV [a, b] (cf. [8, 151). Moreover, 
one can compute the following representation of (A + sB)-’ for sufficiently 
small E > 0: 
(A+EB)u=w iff 
u=u,+u,+u,, 
Hence, (A + EB))’ E C( [a, b], B(lR”)). But then Te is a Fredholm operator. 
Applying Lemmas 6 and 4 completes the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 8. Using the notations of Lemmas 3 and 6 we may 
write 
(3.19) 
By Theorem 3, 11 u, /I < c for E > 0 sufficiently small. Hence, (3.19) implies 
/Ifi,II Gc(l+c IIfi,ll) 
for E sufficiently small and some c independent of E. Therefore, 11 u, 1) = O( 1) 
and (3.19) yield 
11 6, - u, 11 = 0(&l’* 1 u, I + 11 ZEUS - u, /I + E). 
Now, assertion (i) follows from Theorem 3 and Lemmas 3, 6. If the 
assumptions of part (ii) are fulfilled, (I ZEuE - u, /I d II ZEuE - Z,u II + 
II Z,u - u II + II u - u, 1) = O(E”‘) by Theorem 3 and Lemma 3. Here, u = QX 
where x is the solution of TX = (q, y). Hence, (ii) holds. [ 
Proof of Theorem 9. Let us assume that there is a sequence (a,) such 
that E, --f 0 and 1) 2,” IIA <c. Denote by x,” a solution of T,“x = (q, y, fl). 
With the notations of Lemma 6, yen = j,. and zEn = ZE. are bounded in 
H’(a, 6)“. Hence, by (3.2), uE, is also bounded. But then 11~~. [IA <c in 
contradiction to Theorem 4. m 
In order to prove Theorems 10 and 11 we need an estimate of 
1) X,” - X, 11 A. Indeed, one can easily prove 
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LEMMA 7. Let N(A(t)) = const. Let (4, y) E R(T), u,EN, end 
(q’, y’, p6) E L2(a, b)” x M x L. Denote by 2, and Xf solutions of 
T,x = (q, y, PQ,A,‘q(a), ua) and TEx = (q6, y6, /l”, u,), respectiueZy. Then 
the estimate 
holds for sufficiently small E > 0. 
Proof: Regarding Lemma 6 we must only estimate the difference 
e, : = V6 - V,, where I$ = QZf , V, = QZ,. Again using Lemma 6 we obtain 
ee: + (I- &(PQl)‘) e, = rE, e,(a) = 0 
with 




II es II = o( II I, II 1. 
Equation (3.20) gives the assertion. 1 
4. CONCLUDING REMARK 
In this paper we investigated the convergence properties of the 
parametrization (1.5) and (1.6) in the spirit of regularization methods. 
Therefore, we preferred to use the Hilbert space H:(a, b) as the underlying 
function space. The analysis showed that we really met singular perturba- 
tion problems. In this context, the convergence behaviour of the 
regularized solutions can be further characterized. Indeed, the results of 
[2,4] concerning the pencil regularization for some special DAEs indicate 
clearly the initial layer behaviour. The theorems above show that this 
initial layer is always present in the nonstate components Qx. Moreover, 
it is often very hard to determine the right initial values (2.3) resp. (2.7) 
numerically. In order to design numerical methods for solving (1.1 k( 1.2) 
using either parametrization, a rigorous asymptotic analysis should be 
done. 
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